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Abstract  

Purpose: Development and evaluation of an effective attachment device for a bilateral brain tumor 
resection robotic surgery system based on the sensory performance of the human index finger in 
order to precisely detect gripping- and pulling-force feedback. 

Methods: First, a basic test was conducted to investigate the performance of the human index 
finger in the gripping- and pulling-force feedback system. Based on the test result, a new finger-
attachment device was designed and constructed. Then, discrimination tests were conducted to 
assess the pulling force and the feedback on the hardness of the gripped material.  

  
Results: The results of the basic test show the application of pulling force on the side surface of the 
finger has an advantage to distinguish the pulling force when the gripping force is applied on the 
finger-touching surface. Based on this result, a finger-attachment device that applies a gripping 
force on the finger surface and pulling force on the side surface of the finger was developed. By 
conducting a discrimination test to assess the hardness of the gripped material, an operator can 
distinguish whether the gripped material is harder or softer than a normal brain tissue. This will 
help in confirming whether the gripped material is a tumor. By conducting a discrimination test to 
assess the pulling force, an operator can distinguish the pulling-force resistance when attempting 
to pull-off the soft material. Pulling-force feedback may help avoid the breaking of blood pipes 
when they are trapped in the gripper or attached to the gripped tissue.  

   

Conclusion: The finger-attachment device that was developed for detecting gripping- and pulling-

force feedback may play an important role in the development of future neurosurgery robotic 

systems for precise and safe resection of brain tumors. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, the use of manipulators with endoscopes in operations has become popular 
owing to their minimal invasiveness [1-2]. Master–slave surgical robotics has also been widely 
used in the field of abdominal and urological surgeries owing to its precise performance in 
surgeries [3-6]. However, robotic surgery systems have not been used in brain tumor resection 
because there is only a narrow space available to insert a manipulator and it is necessary to 
perform extremely delicate surgery for the resection of a precise area of a tumor without causing 
any damage to the surrounding normal tissues and blood pipes [7-8].  

Some studies have investigated surgical robotics for neurosurgery. Sutherland et al. developed 
a manipulating system named “neuroArm,” which has two microsurgical tools, namely bipolar 
forceps and suction [9-10]. Goto et al. developed “NeuRobot,” which has three robot arms and an 
endoscope [11-12]. Mitsuishi et al. developed a manipulating system that can monitor micro blood 
pipes in the brain, and they succeeded in joining an artificial micro blood pipe with a 0.3-mm 
diameter with another one [13-14]. In addition, Arata et al. have been developing volume control 
suction tools with flexible manipulators to remove brain tumors [15-16]. 

However, these manipulator systems do not have a force feedback system, which is used to 
find the mechanical compliance of tissues undergoing the microsurgery robotic operation [17-21]. 
The authors developed a force-detecting gripper and a force feedback system for neurosurgery 
applications [22]. Manipulation of handle and finger attachments can be improved by applying 
gripping and pulling forces on the operator’s finger [23]. Thus far, the gripping force applied on a 
soft material that has the same hardness as that of a brain tissue could be transferred to the 
operating handle so that the operator could feel the gripping force at his/her finger. However, in 
terms of the pulling-force feedback from the gripped material, the operator could not feel the 
pulling force or resistance completely when he gripped the material rather tightly. This may be due 
to the fact that under a tight grip, the operator may feel greater pressure on the finger surface.  

Based on these results, in this study, a basic experiment on how to transfer the pulling force to 
the operator’s finger was conducted; then, a new finger-attachment device with good performance 
in terms of pulling-force feedback was developed and its availability was examined.  

 

Basic experiment for analyzing pulling-force feedback 

An experiment was conducted using a simple device to investigate how the finger feels a 
pulling force when a gripping force is applied to it and to determine the type of attachment that 
would be better for obtaining pulling-force feedback. Figure 1 shows the devices and methods 
used to apply gripping and pulling forces. Attachment A is a device that holds the index finger 
from between its face and the rear surface; it applies a gripping force on the plate that contacts the 
finger face and applies a pulling force on the finger through the same plate. Attachment B is a 
device that holds the finger from between its side surfaces. It applies a gripping force on the finger 
face through a thin plate, which is not connected to the attachment, and applies a pulling force 
through the attachment independently.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Experimental devices. 
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First, a test was conducted to distinguish the absolute pulling force with four patterns using 

eight operators of seven males and one female aged from 21 to 23 years with no medical 
background. They were all right-handed, and none of them reported any difficulties regarding their 
hands and haptics. Figure 2 illustrates the experimental method. An operator held the grip pole 
with his/her thumb and three fingers (the middle, ring, and little fingers). The operator fit the 
attachment on the index finger and applied a gripping force on the force gauge using the finger 
face. The gripping force applied by the subject was 3 N, which was displayed by the force gauge. 
Then, the operator closed his eyes and applied a pulling force on the finger attachment using a 
wire; this time, the pulling force applied was detected using another sensor. In this test, after the 
operator applied the gripping force, the pulling force increased with a rate of 0.1 N/s, and when the 
operator felt a pulling force, he/she touched the pushing button using his/her another hand and the 
pulling force was recorded automatically. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the first pattern shows a 
gripping force of 3 N with Attachment A, the second pattern shows no gripping force with 
Attachment A, the third pattern shows a gripping force of 3 N with Attachment B, and the final 
pattern shows no gripping force with Attachment B. The test was conducted three times, and the 
average value was obtained. This test determined the minimum pulling force that an operator can 
distinguish. The reason why a gripping force of 3 N was applied on the robotic surgery system is 
that when the gripping force applied by the slave manipulator on the soft material, whose hardness 
was the same as that of brain tissue, was approximately 0.7 N, the gripping force feedback on the 
master finger attachment was optimal, i.e., approximately 3 N, for the operator. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental method. 
 

Next, another test was performed to distinguish the change in the pulling force. In this test, after 
the operator applied a gripping force, some part of the initial pulling force was applied for 5 s and 
then the pulling force changed to some extent. The operator answered whether the pulling force 
increased or decreased. The result was recorded (correct or incorrect, based on the answer given by 
the subject). When the operator answered that he could not distinguish between an increase and a 
decrease, the result was recorded as incorrect. The change in the magnitude of the pulling force 
ranged from a large value to a small value with a 0.1-N step. The minimum value of the pulling 
force was changed so that the rate of obtaining correct answers would be 80% or higher, which 
was decided as the minimum value to distinguish the pulling-force change. The initial pulling 
forces were set at 1 and 2 N. The same four patterns were also tested by the same eight operators.  

 
Results of the basic test 
  Figure 3 shows the results of the absolute pulling force distinguished with standard deviation. In 
each attachment, the threshold of the pulling force increases upon the application of a gripping 
force. When no gripping force is applied, the threshold value with Attachment B is higher than that 
with Attachment A; however, when a gripping force is applied, the threshold value with 

DC motor
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Force gauge
(IMADA DS2-50N)
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Switch

Pulling force
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Attachment B is lower. This result shows that the sensitivity of the pulling force decreases upon 
the application of the gripping force and that when a pulling force is applied on the side surface of 
the finger, the sensitivity is better than that in the case in which the pulling force is applied on the 
same finger surface with the gripping force. These results also show that even when a gripping 
force of 3 N is applied, a pulling force >1 N can be distinguished. 
  Figure 4 shows the results obtained from the second test performed to detect the change in the 
pulling force. In each pattern, the left and right bars show the results obtained with the application 
of an initial pulling force of 1 and 2 N, respectively. In addition, in each pattern, the difference 
threshold increases with the pulling force of 2 N, as explained by Weber–Fechner’s law [24]; 
moreover, the threshold increases upon the application of a gripping force. Therefore, the 
sensitivity of the change in the pulling force decreases due to the initial pulling force and 
application of the gripping force. Although, in the case of no gripping force, the sensitivity of the 
change in the pulling force with Attachment B was lower than that with Attachment A, it remained 
unchanged under the application of a gripping-force.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Absolute threshold of the pulling force. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Difference threshold of the pulling force. 
 

Figure 5 summarizes the sensitivity of the pulling force based on Figs. 3 and 4. In the case of 
no gripping force, the difference threshold for the pulling force with Attachment A is lower than 
with Attachment B. However, when a gripping force is applied, the difference threshold of the 
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pulling force with Attachment B is slightly lower than or same as that with Attachment A. In brain 
tumor resection, the operator holds the tumor using the manipulator with the force feedback of the 
gripping force. In this case, the feedback of the pulling force on the side surface of the finger will 
be better when using Attachment B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Difference in pulling-force application. The left bars show the results for Attachment A, 
and the right bars show the results for Attachment B. 

 
   

Design and construction of the finger-attachment device 
 
Based on the results of the basic experiments, a new finger-attachment device was designed 

and constructed to be placed on the master operating handle in the manipulator system.  
The functional requirements for the new device were as follows: 
(a) Applying gripping force on the index finger surface and independently applying pulling 

force on the side surface of the finger. 
(b) Each applied force is detected by a sensor and the force should be controllable. 
(c) The attachment should be able to function with different index-finger sizes. 

 
Figure 6 illustrates the constructed device, which comprises a holding pole. The finger 

attachment was connected with the lever that rotates around the axis near the pole. An operator 
held the pole with his/her thumb and three fingers (the middle, ring, and little fingers). The index 
finger was set in the finger attachment. To close the gripper at the slave manipulator, the operator 
closed the index finger by pushing the attachment through the finger surface. The pushing force 
was detected as gripping force by a force sensor that was installed between the lever and the finger 
attachment. The gripping force was controlled to some magnified gripping force in the slave 
manipulator by a servomotor installed in the center pole as the lever pushing resistance through the 
driving belt between the motor and the lever. On the other hand, the finger attachment can move in 
the front and back directions in the rotating lever. The front and back motion was driven by a ball 
screw motion using another servomotor. Through this motion, the pulling force was applied on the 
index finger, detected using a force sensor attached to the slide block in the ball screw mechanism, 
and controlled by the driving motor of the ball screw. To enable the finger attachment to function 
with different finger sizes, a setting plate was used to fit the side surface of the finger in the 
attachment. This plate can be shifted and fixed by using a set screw. The finger is folded by using 
silicon rubber in the holder to prevent the finger from slipping in the attachment. 
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Fig. 6. Constructed device. 
 

Control system 
Figure 7 shows the master–slave operating system used in this study. The slave manipulator 

moves according to the master manipulator’s movement, and the acting force on the slave 
manipulator is transferred to the master operation handle. As the detail of the control system is 
described in Refs. [23] and [23], only the basic system is described here. 

For gripping-force feedback, the operation output  𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  from the computer to the servomotor 
can be written as 

 
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓�𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 − 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚� − 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,   (1) 

 
where 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 is the gain of the force, 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 is the magnification factor of the force, 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 is the force 

in the slave manipulator, 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚  is the force in the master manipulator, 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 is the gain of the damper, 
and 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 is the rotation rate of the lever. In this system, the force detected at the slave manipulator 
was magnified 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 times the gripping force at the master manipulator. When there is no gripping 
force at the slave manipulator, the servomotor in the master manipulator assists the master 
gripping motion; 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 is a cushion to transfer the force moderately even when the impact force 
is applied on the slave gripper.  

For pulling-force feedback, the operation output  𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  from the computer can be written as  
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 sin(20𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋) +𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓�𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 − 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚� − 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,      (2) 

 
where 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 is the amplitude of the sine function and 𝜋𝜋 is the time. The first element in 

Equation (2) is to keep the motor torque when the detecting force at the slave was too small to 
move the device unit against the static friction on the ball screw in the finger devise. 

 The control program was written in C++, and real-time feedback was implemented. When 
the operator moves the master manipulator, the slave manipulator moves without delay. Each part 
of the slave manipulator is controlled by the motion positions or angles in the master manipulator. 
Thus, each motion in the slave manipulator corresponds to a motion in the master manipulator.  

 
The diameter of the top gripper in the slave manipulator was 3 mm, and the manipulator had 

five degrees of freedom [25]. Both the gripping and pulling forces at the slave gripper were 
detected independently by strain gauges fit at the gripping element, as shown in Fig. 8.   
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Fig. 7. Entire master–slave system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.8. Force-detecting gripper at the tip of the forceps. 
 
 
 

Experiment to obtain the distinguished hardness of the gripped material 
 
By using the master–slave manipulation system with the newly developed finger attachment, an 
examination was conducted to distinguish the difference in the hardness of the gripped material. 
The Young’s modulus of the brain tissue was reported to range from 10 to 50 kPa [26], and the 
shearing elasticity of the brain tissue was reported to be 5 kPa [27]. Because the Young’s modulus 
was three times larger than the shearing elasticity for the biomaterial, youung’s modulus of the 
brain tissue can be estimated as ~15 kPa. The hardness of the brain tumor differed according to the 
tumor position and the type of tumor. According to M. Imbault, differences in the Young’s moduli 
of meningioma, low-grade gliomas, high-grade gliomas, and metastasis when compared to those of 
normal brain tissue were 25.8, 16.4, 4.1, and 9.4 kPa, respectively [28]. On the other hand, the 
elastic modulus of pituitary macroadenomas was ~5 kPa, which indicates that it is softer than 
normal brain tissue [29].  

Based on these facts, seven types of gelatin with different hardness values close to that of the 
brain tissue and with different Young’s moduli were prepared by changing the amount of gelatin 
powder in hot water during the production process (Table 1).     
 
 

Table 1 Young’s modulus of gelatin used in the experiment 

3[mm]

Tip of forceps
Strain gauges detecting pulling force

Strain gauges detecting griping force

Griping
force

Pulling
force
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Young’s modulus [kPa] Difference from 15 kPa 
6.7  −8.3  
8.7  −6.3  
11.4  −3.6  
15.0  0.0  
19.7  4.7  
25.8  10.8  
33.8  8.8  

 
 
Experimental procedure 
  The experiment was performed with nine right-handed operators of five males and four females 
aged 20–25 years; they had no medical background. None of them reported any difficulties 
regarding their hands and haptics. First, an operator gripped the gelatin with a 15-kPa Yong’s 
modulus, which was the standard material. Then, he gripped another gelatin to answer whether it 
was harder or softer than the standard one. This process was repeated with each of the six different 
gelatins with recoding. If the operator answered that he cannot distinguish whether the gripped 
gelatin was harder or softer, the answer was recorded as incorrect. In this experiment, the force 
gain 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 was 10 and 20. The distance between the master manipulator and the slave manipulator 
was 1.5 m. The operator operated the master manipulator by looking directly at the slave 
manipulator and not by viewing it through the monitor. Figure 9 shows the gripping of gelatin by 
the slave manipulator and the master operation handle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9. Discrimination experiment to detect the target’s hardness. 
 
Results 
  Figure 10 shows the plot of the total rate of the correct answers given by all the nine operators 
using each type of gelatin. The rate of correct answers decreased as the difference in the hardness 
values of the tested gelatins from that of the standard one decreased; however, this rate exceeded 
60% at a force gain of 20, even when the difference in the hardness was 5 kPa. In this experiment, 
the maximum value of the actual gripping force at the slave manipulator was 0.1 N. When the 
force gain was selected 20, the maximum gripping force at the master manipulator applied on the 
finger surface became 2 N. The ability to distinguish the difference in the force at the index finger 
was excellent around force level 1 to 3 N throughout our experiment. 
  Figure 11 shows the correct-answer rate for each subject. The correct-answer rate at a force gain 
of 20 was higher than that at a force gain of 10 for all the operators.  
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Fig. 10. Correct-answer rate for each gelatin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11. Correct-answer rate for each operator. 
 

    
 
These results indicate that the operator can distinguish the difference between the hardness of the 
tumor and that of normal tissue by using this gripping-force-feedback operating manipulator. 
 
 

Experiment to determine the difference in the pulling force 
An experiment was conducted to determine whether the operator can distinguish the difference 

in the pulling force in the event that the slave gripper pulls the soft material. In this experiment, 
two silicon materials with different adhering strengths to the base plate were used. The pulling 
force under the low-adherence condition (Low Pf) was 0.064 N and that under the high-adherence 
condition (High Pf) was 0.41 N.   
 
Experimental procedure 
   Two medical surgeons specializing in brain tumor resection conducted this experiment as 
operators. Fourteen silicon rubber pieces with a low or high adherence force were set on the plate. 
The operator gripped the silicon piece by observing the slave manipulator through the monitor. 
Then, three types of experiments were conducted. In the first type, the operator looked at the 
monitor and pulled the rubber piece with pulling-force feedback; this method is called “vision and 
force.” In the second type, the operator closed his eyes while pulling the rubber piece with pulling-
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force feedback; this method is called “force only.” In the third type, the operator looked at the 
monitor and pulled the rubber piece with no pulling-force feedback; this method is called “vision 
only.” In each case, if the operator felt that the pulling force was low, he pulled the gripper to 
confirm the resection. Moreover, if the operator felt that the pulling force was high, he stopped 
pulling the rubber. When he pulled off the rubber piece with low adhesion or kept the piece with 
high adhesion, the result was recorded as correct; however, if he did not pull out the piece with 
low adhesion and pulled out the piece with high adhesion, the result was recorded as wrong. The 
force gain was set to 20. Figure 12 shows the experimental set-up.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. Experimental set-up. 
 
Experimental results 
Figure 13 shows the correct-answer rate for each operator. If the rubber had high adhesion, the 
correct-answer rate was the lowest for the operators in the “vision only” experiment. The correct-
answer rate in the “force only” experiment was higher than that in the “vision only” experiment; 
moreover, the correct-answer rate in the “vision and force” experiment was the highest. On the 
other hand, if the rubber had low adhesion, the correct-answer rate was low for the operators in the 
“force only” experiment.  
  With low-adhesion rubber, it was easy to distinguish whether the rubber can be detached or not 
by looking at the monitor because it was immediately detached by the low pulling force. 
Therefore, the correct-answer rate when the “vision only” method was used. With high-adhesion 
rubber, the operator could not distinguish whether the rubber can be pulled out when using the 
“vision only” method. Only in the “force only” method, he was able to distinguish whether it is 
hard to pull out the rubber using the large resistant load. Using the “vision and force” method, he 
could efficiently distinguish the adhesion force of the rubber. 
   Figure 14 shows the time taken to distinguish whether the adhesion is high or low in each 
experiment with standard deviation. These values are the time taken for giving the correct answer 
and were calculated from the time the operator started the pulling action to the time he completed 
the process by pulling out the rubber or by stopping the pulling action.  
The time taken in the “vision and force” method was the minimum.  

These results show that if the pulling force is large when attaching blood pipe or nerves, the 
“vision and force” method can be very useful to avoid the breaking of the blood pipes or damaging 
of nerves due to the application of excessive pulling force. It can also be helpful when a operator is 
unable to see the gripped tissue behind some other tissues as he can estimate the pulling hardness 
by using pulling-force feedback. 
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     Fig. 13. Result of the experiment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 14. Time taken to distinguish the adhesion strength.  
 
 
Discussion 

The most attractive characteristic of our finger-attachment device is that gripping force is 
reflected on the finger surface and pulling force is reflected on the side surface of the finger. Based 
on the experiments conducted to distinguish the hardness and pulling force of the gripped material, 
the usefulness of our finger-attachment device can be described as follows. 

Based on the gripping-force feedback received on this attachment device, an operator can 
determine the hardness of brain tissue via the action of gripping; moreover, he can compare the 
hardness of normal brain tissue and a tumor. Because most of the tumor tissues are harder than 
normal tissue, he can confirm or estimate the area of a tumor. It may help in achieving precise 
resection of the tumor region. The navigation system used in nuclear magnetic resonance imaging 
or photodynamic diagnosis using 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) are useful for distinguishing the 
tumor region on the basis of vision images, and the force information at the surgical gripper will 
help in more precise resection of brain tumor. 
 Moreover, using pulling-force feedback, an operator can detect the resistance required to pull 

out a tumor. If he feels that the resistance to pull out the tumor is high, he may check whether there 
are other organs, e.g., blood tubes, attached to the gripper or entangled with the tumor material. It 
may prevent bleeding during tumor resection.  
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  If the region to be pulled off is hidden by other organs, force feedback may be help in the 
resection of the tumor. An operator can estimate the tumor region and determine whether it needs 
to be pulled out from the gripped material.  
  The advantage of our finger-attachment device is that the pulling force is independently 

applied on the operator’s finger; a pulling force that can be felt on the finger is not influenced by 
the application of the gripping force, and the operator can feel the pulling-force resistance even if 
he applies excessive gripping force. 

Although the master–slave manipulator system developed in this study is a prototype of the 
futuristic neurosurgery robot systems, sensing of gripping- and pulling-force feedback from force 
detection at the gripper to the master manipulator by the finger-attachment device are more 
important for precise resection of brain tumor without causing any damage to other organs. 
The related research conducted thus far has only addressed the use of the test equipment in a 

laboratory. For realizing the application of the test equipment to real-life surgery, development of 
system reliability, operation, and handling performance is necessary. To this end, a larger number 
of operational tests should be conducted by operators to test the gripping and pulling of various 
materials under different conditions.  
The design of the attachment system for force feedback should also be discussed. Human 

interaction involves several force-sensing activities. Pulling forces may be felt during the motion 
of the handling pole of the master manipulator. In our system, the pulling force can be fed back to 
the resistance of the handling pole. The actual gripping force and the pulling force in the tumor 
resection emerged on the surface of the slave gripper; thus, we intended to transfer those forces 
directly to the gripper and finger surface of the master manipulator. The sensory performance of 
the forefinger is very high. Therefore, feedback of the gripping force and pulling force onto the 
finger attachment may be an effective force feedback method; however, there must be some 
discussion on why the forefinger is stretched. The master handling manipulator resembles the 
activity of holding forceps using the thumb and forefinger. In this case, the forefinger is slightly 
stretched and the force is reflected onto the forefinger surface. The operation of the master 
manipulator resembles the activity of holding and operating forceps. 
Several approaches have been used to realize haptic feedback systems, e.g., vibrotactile force 

perception [30]; however, these approaches suffer from a lack of quantitative friction force 
feedback on the fingertip. Our novel finger attachment system for friction feedback may be useful 
for operations involving friction.   

 
 

Conclusion 
Based on the basic test conducted to measure the performance of the index finger in detecting the 

pulling force under gripping-force application, it was found that the application of the pulling force 
on the side surface of the finger is more effective in distinguishing the pulling force when the 
gripping force is applied on the finger surface compared with the scenario when both the gripping 
and pulling forces are applied on the same finger-touching surface. Based on this knowledge, the 
finger-attachment device, which applies a gripping force on the finger surface and a pulling force 
on the finger’s side surface, was developed. Based on the discrimination test performed to 
distinguish the hardness of the gripped material, an operator can distinguish whether the gripped 
material is harder or softer than normal brain tissue. This may help him to confirm whether the 
gripped material is a tumor. Based on the test conducted to distinguish the pulling force, an 
operator can distinguish the pulling-force resistance when he tries to pull off the soft material. 
Pulling-force feedback may help prevent the breaking of blood pipes when the material is trapped 
in the gripper or attached to the gripped tissue.  
  This gripping- and pulling-force feedback system developed herein for brain tumor resection 

will play an important role in the development of future neurosurgery robotic system. 
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